
Christmas is supposed to be joyful, it's supposed to be a celebration. So why do we feel like

we are slipping ever faster towards the edge of a cliff when the calendar flips to December? Is

it just the longer to-do list? Is it a scheduling problem? Or does Christmas bring to the surface

something that actually hasn't been right all year long? Something that is broken. Because

something has gone wrong, and much as we'd like to blame society, schools, churches,

families or each other, what's really broken is our hearts. 

Using this 25 day Christmas devotional we'll look at ways we try to fix our own hearts and

why that only leads to frustration, disappointment and failure. This Christmas we need hearts

that are healed, and there is only one person who can heal them. Each day learn how Jesus

offers to take our broken, cold, misguided hearts that are full of longing, and heal them by

giving us His own heart.
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